Position Posting
JOB TITLE: IT Project Manager and Team Leader
Reporting to: Automation and Industrial Computing manager at head office in
Quebec
Location: Ontario, Kanata
Employer description
Since 1982, Ohmega Group has been working as a Mechanical and Electrical contractor in
construction, tenant improvement, and operation and maintenance. Our team is made up of
more than 60 specialized technicians and engineers in multiple disciplines including: computer
science, electrical, electromechanical, mechanical, construction and telecommunications.
While continuing to offer its core services, Ohmega Group has grown its expertise in the field of
Industrial Automation and computing, cybersecurity, private cloud and web applications, and
database and data historian integration. This growth has allowed the company to be recognized
as leader in their field within the renewable energy sector and related markets throughout
Eastern Canada. This reputation has lead to a project portfolio that now spans the country, from
Maritime provinces to British Columbia.
Within its development strategies, Ohmega is setting up a permanent office outside of its
Headquarters located in the Province of Quebec. At the same time, investments are made to
significantly growth the organisation’s industrial computing activities in the Americas. With its
leading position in Eastern Canada and multiple installations elsewhere in Canada, the service
offer is the most successful in the renewable energy generation and related markets.
And finally, with the creation of GONOCC division, in 2015, Ohmega group has further solidified
their reputation of exceptional service by establishing the first continually manned (24/7)
independent control center to monitor industrial installations in the country.

Mandate introduction
As part of the technical team, the candidate will be a key player of the development of the Ontario
market.
Supported by the CEO, as wells as a group of talented and experienced employees located at the
companies headquarters in Quebec, in the Kanata or at the Calgary’s office, the manager of the
Kanata’s office will be provided with all the tools required to reach his goals and help his local
team to perform in the Ontario market and all the other projects to be assigned.
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Main tasks and responsibilities











Be the local point of contact and the company’s delegate for all tasks related to the
implementation of the new point of service in Kanata;
Be the manager of the team of 2 to 5 employees in Ontario;
Carry out industrial IT projects at different stages (evaluation, development, installation
and commissioning, maintenance and optimization);
Investigate, repair and debug various IT networks;
Programming of various IT equipment (firewalls, routers, switches);
Configure and maintain industrial computers, servers and storage equipment (OS, virtual
machine, network interfaces);
Configure and manage different type of databases (owner historian, Oracle, SQL);
Design complete IT and computer systems;
Realise or coordinate on-field interventions and participate to the remote support of our
clients’ operations;
Writing or supervise the writing of technical documentation.

Skills and competencies required














Bachelor degree in Information Technology, Computing Science or related field;
Security certifications for construction sites would be an advantage;
Ability in leading a team, management and project management;
Ability in programming;
Good knowledge of virtualisation methods and software;
Experience with IT, networking and Cybersecurity equipment, with different
manufacturers (Cisco, Fortinet, Sonicwall);
Experience in database configuration and reporting;
Experience with computers, servers and storage equipment;
Cisco certification (CCNA) would be a good advantage;
Good sense of method, organization, anticipation and initiative;
Ability to work as a team and monitor tasks;
Good communication skills and customer service ability;
Fluency in written and spoken English and a good knowledge of French would be an
advantage.
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Experiences



At least 5 years experience in industrial IT and computing within a high-tech organization,
preferably in the engineering services sector;
At least 3 years experience in project management.

Base salary


Compensation will be determined based on the candidate’s experience and qualifications.

Employee benefits





You will be eligible to participate in a number of Company-sponsored benefits, with
Medical / salary / disability / life insurance program in place;
Registered Retirement Savings Plan in place;
Vacation in accordance with the Company’s vacation policy.

Start date:


As soon as possible.

For any question or for application
T.: 1-800-492-5428 p. 0
cv@groupeohmega.com
www.groupeohmega.com
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